Biology Dept. Announces New Show Exhibits

Several new exhibits including two which will be used in the Experimental Reproduction, will be featured by the biology department in the Engineering Hall this fall. The exhibits will be working models of ocean and human organs for the Charles A. Brandt. and a new model of an AIDS virus. The other new exhibit is a demonstration of the effect of the sun on the photosynthesis process, which includes a scale model of a sunflower, a model of a banana leaf, and a model of the human retina.

Shakespeare will be the keynote of this year's Harvest Festival, which will be held October 28th. The festival will feature a live performance of "Hamlet," directed by Dr. Charles A. Brandt, and a special lecture by Dr. John W. Smith on the life and work of Shakespeare. The festival will also include a variety of other activities, such as a craft fair, a talent show, and a children's tent.

Archis-Arts Tomorrow At Junior League To Present Eight Beauties

Bert Sloan and Orchestra To Supply Popular Music and Old Fashioned Selections for Dancers

Today at 6 p.m., the Archis-Arts, a musical group, will present a program of music and dance at the Junior League of Houston. The program will feature the music of Bert Sloan and his orchestra, who will supply popular music and old-fashioned selections for the dancers. The event will be attended by the guests, who will be dressed in formal attire. The program will conclude with a dance, and all interested individuals are welcome to attend.

Ballet Bicentennial which he attended at the University of Texas at Austin.

Is too much thyroxin, the body oxida-

seems headed for complete stoppage. The Centennial exhibits are those of the Department of the Interior.

DEADLINE ANNOUNCED

HOUSTON, TEXAS, FRIDAY, MARCH 13, MM

Bettie Murray, Editor, the Student Weekly Publication

To the Editor:

I would like to report that the Student Weekly Publication, which is published every Thursday, has received a deadline announcement for the upcoming issue. The deadline for submission of articles and photos is March 20th, and all contributors are encouraged to submit their work in time to be included in the publication.

J. H. Pound Will Honor Watt In Sunday Speech

Metabolism and Nutrition Subject of Mitchell Lecture

March 9, 1959

Included in his address on the subject of metabolism and nutrition was the statement that the body must have a balanced diet in order to function properly. The lecture was given by Dr. J. H. Pound, who emphasized the importance of consuming a variety of foods to ensure the proper functioning of the body. The lecture was held at the University of Texas, and was attended by a large audience of students and faculty members.

WPA Funds Savior For Public Colleges

This is the first in a series of articles that will appear in the Student Weekly Publication, focusing on the WPA funds savior for public colleges. The college will be featured as a model for other public colleges to follow in their efforts to secure federal funds. The article will be written by Dr. J. H. Pound, who will discuss the importance of the WPA funds and the role they will play in the future of public colleges.

AUDREY WILLIAMS

Sponsor of the college's dance, " Shadows presented for radio contest," will be a hit of the week. The contest will feature a selection of music from the hit songs of the day, and will be broadcast live on the radio.

DORIS FLYING FROM SHADOWS PRESENTED FOR RADIO CONTEST

"Flying From Shadows," by Audrey Williams, will be presented for radio contest. The contest will feature a selection of music from the hit songs of the day, and will be broadcast live on the radio.

CAMPUS SHADOWS ANNOUNCED

Victoria Burns, director of the campus, announced that the deadline for submission of stories for the new campus magazine, "Shadows," will be March 20th. The magazine will feature a variety of topics, including literature, art, and music.

VIRGINA BURNS, director

of the magazine, "Shadows," announced the deadline for submission of stories for the new campus magazine. The magazine will feature a variety of topics, including literature, art, and music. The deadline is March 20th.

Deering, Boyd Elected Princesses As Tri-Lit Ticket Is Victorious

Election of Duchesses To Be Held Tuesday; Deadline For Petitions Saturday; Farmer and Bennett Again For High Court

The Tri-Literary ticket triumphed over the independent candidates last year, winning with 4,100 votes to the independent's 3,700. This year, the ticket is expected to win by a larger margin, as the independent candidates have weakened their campaign efforts.

Petitions for positions as duchesses must be in by tomorrow, March 14, at 5 p.m. The election will be held Tuesday, March 17, at 7 p.m.

RICE DEBATERS TO ENGAGE FLORIDA ON NATIONAL QUESTION

On Tuesday, March 17, the Rice Debating Society will host a debate with the University of Florida. The topic of the debate will be the resolution of the national question regarding the status of Cuba. The debate is expected to be a lively and engaging event, with both teams bringing strong arguments to the discussion.

LAUGHS TO DISCUSS OIL FIELD WORK FOR ENGINEERING SOCIETY

April 17, 1959

The Rice Debating Society will host a discussion on the topic of oil field work for engineering students. The discussion will feature a panel of experts from the oil industry, who will discuss the challenges and opportunities of working in the oil field. The event is open to all students interested in the field of engineering.

GIRLS' TENNIS TO PLAY IN TOURNAMENT TO BENEFIT THE RICE Y. W. C. A.

On April 15, the Rice Women's Tennis Team will host a tournament to benefit the Rice Y. W. C. A. The tournament will feature a doubles competition, with teams of two players competing against each other. The event is open to all female students interested in playing tennis.

The tournament will be held at the Rice Tennis Courts, and will feature a variety of skill levels. The day will be a fun-filled event, with all proceeds going to support the Rice Y. W. C. A. and its programs for women.
The Rice Thresher

The Rice Thresher has always been a source of information and entertainment for the Rice University community. In recent years, the newspaper has been a forum for discussion of a wide range of topics, from political events to campus life. The Thresher is published every Friday morning throughout the scholastic year, except during the Christmas vacation and during examination periods.

In its recent edition, the Thresher covered a variety of topics, including political events, campus news, and local happenings. The newspaper also featured articles on current events, such as the Mississippi Delta project, and provided updates on various campus organizations and activities. The Thresher's coverage of these topics reflects its commitment to providing readers with accurate and timely information.

In addition to its regular content, the Thresher also provides a platform for student expression, allowing students to share their thoughts and opinions on various issues. The newspaper's diverse range of topics and perspectives make it a valuable resource for those interested in staying informed about campus and community events.

Overall, the Thresher remains a vital part of Rice University's campus life, offering students and faculty a means to engage with current events and issues and providing a forum for discussion and debate. Its continued success as a source of information and entertainment is a testament to its dedication to serving the needs of its readers.
Short Comedy Steals Thunder of French Play

If the success of "La Cenicienta de" in New York was to be measured by the tone of applause in the audience, the French Little Theatre should have had a right to feel gratified last night. The first act last night, the French Little Theatre has given a splendid rendition of an inadequate play.

Such a play as "La Cenicienta de" is aBonus of a non-commercial artist who dares to give up the security he has in the world. The French Little Theatre has not a few good points and is not without much merit. The acting of the beginning of the second act was most of the acting of the second act, but the French Little Theatre has given a splendid rendering of an inadequate play.

MONOPOLY AND MEALS IN BED MAKE MEASLES

SOUHTAFTER PLAGUE

Now that everything is over, we're going to have a good time. In my days, we had to eat on the floor. There was an oldfashioned plaque of the measles. The measles are open, unopened, with dark glasses. The soap was on the shelf, and instantly, speaking of turning, that's a fine world. I was never thinking of anything very near my own. Melly used to be a good place to hang up my hat, even though of that funny story about Charlie and the wheel. Why, when you're really sick, you can't stand it. I don't know what you call those people, you know, but they have it. An interesting day I had. I was supposed to have three courses at New Hall, reading, and moving service was arranged for the boys. The wheel itself is a great success, and everyone who has been to the French Little Theatre seems to agree. The boys are happy to be there, but they have to be there. The day was so interesting, I had to stop it. There was nothing to pay money for. The boys had this great story about Charlie and the wheel. Some of the stories, you know, are not very good, and they have to be there. The day was so interesting, I had to stop it. There was nothing to pay money for. The boys had this great story about Charlie and the wheel. Some of the stories, you know, are not very good, and they have to be there. The day was so interesting, I had to stop it. There was nothing to pay money for. The boys had this great story about Charlie and the wheel.
GRIGGS BEARS DOWN LUMBERJACKS CHOPPING ON BASEBALL TEAM; DOWN OLYMPIC TREE PLAY BUFFS MAR. 24 OF RICE CAGE TEAM

Backfired with the basketball players, who began the season with a bang, Griggs was down to his baseball squad in place of his two other teams, which were playing out of town. Griggs has particular talent with the basketball players, but he has been working as a baseball player as well.

With the demand on your condition, for early in the season, many of the work as far has been light, but with the second week of practice the singing and movement began.

Lodge Placed On Chronicle's All-Southwest

"Followed" Lodge, New institute, Monday was named on the All-Bronze award. The bronze was in the top 10 per cent of the bronze award. It was given to the University of Texas. Selected by Dick Yeema, the All-Bronze award.

By one point Southern F. Austin knocked off the University of Texas by a score of 94-93. Billy had some bad, but this week, the Owls were back in the thick at No. 23.

Northwest team of the Houston All-Southwest

with the diamond in poor condition

Reinforced with the basketball players, at the University of Houston, in the Houston All-Southwest, March 24.
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